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High-visibilty two-photon interferene at a teleom wavelength
using pi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ond regime separated soures
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We report on a two-photon interferene experiment in a quantum relay onguration using two
pioseond regime PPLN waveguide based soures emitting paired photons at 1550 nm. The results
show that the pioseond regime assoiated with a guided-wave sheme should have important
reperussions for quantum relay implementations in real onditions, essential for improving both the
working distane and the eieny of quantum ryptography and networking systems. In ontrast
to already reported regimes, namely femtoseond and CW, it allows ahieving a 99% net visibility
two-photon interferene while maintaining a high eetive photon pair rate using only standard
teleom omponents and detetors.
PACS numbers: 03.67.-a, 03.67.Bg, 03.67.Dd, 42.50.Dv, 42.50.Ex, 42.65.Lm, 42.65.Wi
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For the realization of quantum networks, interferene
between photons produed by independent soures is ne-
essary. Photon oalesene (or two-photon interferene)
lies at the heart of quantum operations and is seen as
a rst step towards ahieving both teleportation [1℄ and
entanglement swapping [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7℄. This eet has
been extensively studied theoretially [8, 9℄ and exper-
imentally, initially based on two photons oming from
a single down onversion soure and therefore sharing a
ommon past [10, 11, 12℄. However, experiments involv-
ing truly independent photons represent an important
hallenge for ahieving longer quantum links by means of
quantum relays [13℄. In this frame, it has been demon-
strated theoretially that a two-photon interferene net
visibility of at least 95% is required for pratial imple-
mentations using urrently available photon pair soures
and multimode quantum memories [14℄. Reahing suh
a high visibility therefore appears to be a hard task sine
a perfet synhronization between independent soures
is neessary to prevent any kind of distinguishability be-
tween the interfering photons. Several papers fousing
on the synhronization issue have demonstrated that en-
tanglement swapping with fully independent soures is in
priniple feasible in the femtoseond [3, 4℄ and CW [5, 7℄
regimes. Unfortunately, beyond the fundamental inter-
est, the reported interferene visibilities remain either far
from 95% or show very low overall photon pair rate. For
instane, the best visibility reported so far in the fem-
toseond regime has been obtained by ompensating the
synhronization-indued temporal distinguishability by
dramatially inreasing the photons oherene time up
to a few pioseonds at the expense of the overall bright-
ness [4℄. Sine laser avities an easily be synhronized
to subpioseond auray [15, 16℄, the study of the pi-
oseond regime [6, 17℄, its assoiated lter bandwidths,
∗
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and the type of photon pair generators, beomes of prime
interest to ensure simultaneously a high degree of indis-
tinguishability and a high overall brightness.
Here, we demonstrate that to ahieve this, the pi-
oseond regime should provide an eient trade-o en-
abling near-perfet two-photon interferene and high ef-
fetive photon pair rates, when assoiated with stan-
dard omponents available from the teleommuniations
industry. More preisely, we realized an experiment
based on a single pioseond pump laser and two peri-
odially poled lithium niobate (PPLN) waveguides emit-
ting paired photons around 1550 nm to approximate in-
dependent soures. We report the highest two-photon
interferene net visibility, i.e. of 99%, ever demonstrated
in a onguration extendable to quantum relays. Suh a
proof-of-priniple emphasizes why guided-wave tehnol-
ogy, in the pioseond regime, should lead to realisti
quantum relay shemes, namely by oering an redued-
onstraint solution for the synhronization issue when
two ompletely independent lasers are employed. In the
following, we briey introdue the entanglement swap-
ping based quantum relay sheme and disuss why the
pioseond regime is a valuable trade-o. We then fous
on our experimental demonstration. Finally, we detail a
omparative study of performane with similar reported
experiments.
A basi sheme of a quantum relay based on entan-
glement swapping is given in FIG.1 (see aption for de-
tails). For long distane quantum ommuniation links,
the preferred qubit arriers are photons at 1550 nm al-
lowing the users, namely Alie and Bob, to take ad-
vantage of standard optial bers for distribution pur-
poses. Theoretially, the two inner photons an ome
from any type of soure, provided they are idential at
the beam-splitter (BS) (pre-seletion) or at the detetors
(post-seletion). From the experimental side, we have to
ompare their oherene time, τ
oh
, to the time uner-
tainty, t
unert
, within whih they are reated (i.e. the
pulse duration of the pump laser(s)) or are deteted (de-
2FIG. 1: Shematis of a quantum relay involving two pairs
of entangled photons emitted by two synhronized soures
(EPR). The two inner photons are sent to a 50/50 BS where
a Bell state measurement (BSM), based on two-photon inter-
ferene, is performed. Using a dediated detetion, entangle-
ment an be swapped from these photons to the outer ones
making Alie and Bob onneted by entanglement, as if they
had eah reeived one photon from an entangled pair diretly.
The BSM serves as a trigger for Alie and Bob's detetors.
It therefore enables reduing the SNR of the overall quantum
link and further inreasing the maximum ahievable distane.
tetor's timing jitters), whih an be written as:
τ
oh
≥ t
unert
(1)
Suitable bandpass lters are therefore employed to
ahieve optimal interferene visibilities. Up to now, this
issue has been addressed using dierent approahes based
on pulsed or CW lasers (see also Table I for omparison).
On the one hand, the rst experiments reported two in-
dependent rystals pumped by femtoseond lasers, sine
this regime allows working with broadband lters, i.e.
on the order of a few nm [2℄. However, the large photon
bandwidths makes them more prone to hromati and
polarization dispersions in optial bers and leads to re-
ported visibilities below 85% [18℄. Moreover when two
independent lasers are used, the two related laser avi-
ties have to be properly synhronized so as to be identi-
al within the pump pulse duration (∼100 fs) [3, 4℄. This
an be ahieved using phase-loked loops or atomi loks
and dediated eletronis [19, 20℄. Any remaining jitter
between the two lasers has to be ompensated by nar-
rowing the lters whih implies a substantial redution
of the pair prodution rate for equivalent powers [4℄.
On the other hand, the development of narrow-
bandwidth ber Bragg grating (FBG) lters allows using
two independent CW lasers stabilized against an atomi
transition [5, 6℄. Sine this regime does not provide
any referene lok, the timing funtion is transferred to
the oinidene detetion after the BS. To ensure a high
quality interferene, the photons oherene time has to
be longer than the jitter of the detetors. Experimen-
tally, this is made possible using a suitable ombination
of low-jitter detetors (based on superonduting or up-
onversion tehnologies), on the order of 70 ps, assoiated
with ultra-narrow FBG lters, on the order of 10 pm [5℄.
In suh a situation, one gets rid of the synhronization
but the prie to pay is rather high in terms of sensitive
utuations of the lters entral wavelengths, low exper-
imental rates due to the narrow lters oupled to the
randomness of entangling photons by oinidene dete-
tion, and high statistial utuations due to low ount
rates. All these issues prevent reahing high visibilities.
Between these two extremes, the pioseond regime ap-
pears to be an eient ompromise. First, the timing
ondition (1) is easily met by using FBG lters showing
muh larger bandwidths than in CW, i.e. on the or-
der of 100 pm [17℄. Seond, this allows taking advantage
of o-the-shelf InGaAs avalanhe photodiodes (APD).
Last, when ompared to the femtoseond regime, nar-
rower bandwidths loosen the onstraints on both path-
length stabilization for the interfering photons and laser
synhronization to subpioseond auray [15, 16℄ to
obtain high-visibility Hong-Ou-Mandel interferene. All
these key points motivate investigating this regime.
Assuming synhronization is fairly feasible, we there-
fore foused our eorts at inreasing the overall spetral
brightness by employing a pioseond pump laser asso-
iated with state-of-the-art waveguide soures emitting
at teleom wavelengths. As shown in FIG.2, the pump
laser (Coherent MIRA 900-D) provides 1.2 ps-duration,
time-bandwidth limited (∆λp = 0.25 nm) pulses, at the
wavelength of λp = 768 nm and at a repetition rate of
76MHz. The pulses are sent to a BS whose outputs are
direted towards two 10mm-long PPLN waveguides fab-
riated in our laboratory using the soft-proton exhange
tehnique [21℄. These devies are single mode at teleom
wavelengths enabling only one nonlinear proess to o-
ur avoiding any additionnal bakground noise within the
bandwidth of interest whih is a key advantage ompared
to four-wave mixing soures [6, 17℄ limited by Raman
bakground photons. Both samples opto-geometrial pa-
rameters were designed to produe idential degenerate
paired photons at 1536 nm within a bandwidth of 50 nm
when pumped at 768 nm in the pioseond regime. Sine
the lter bandwidths are muh narrower than the down
onversion bandwidth (
∆λspdc
∆λfilter
≥ 102), experimentally,
the two soures are simply independently stabilized at
the temperature of 343K to within 0.1K.
From eah soure, we selet pairs of photons meeting
the Fourier transform riterion using narrowband demul-
tiplexers made of two optial irulators and a pair of
FBG lters. These are set to reet energy-mathed pairs
of wavelength at 1537.4 nm and 1534.6 nm, i.e. around
degeneray, assoiated with bandwidths of 800 pm and
250 pm, respetively. A slightly wider (800 pm) lter is
used on the long wavelength (1537 nm) photons mainly
to minimize overall losses. This ltering solution based
on standard teleom omponents provides a lever way
to separate deterministially the photons at the output
of the waveguides and makes them eah available in a
single mode ber [5℄. The 250 pm lters bandwidth has
been hoosen for two reasons : (a) it is narrow enough to
aommodate the 1.2 ps-duration of the laser pulses and
any possible jitter up to 4 ps due to laser synhronization
and/or dispersion in the ber; (b) it is large enough to
3FIG. 2: Coalesene experiment based on two PPLN waveg-
uides pumped by a single pioseond laser. A very weak part
of this beam is sent to a silion APD (not represented) em-
ployed as a laser lok random divider. Its eletrial output
is used to trigger four InGaAs-APDs. Λ: poling period of the
PPLN waveguides; I: isolator; R: retro-reetor; C: irula-
tor; &: AND-gate. The InGaAs-APDs feature 10% quantum
eieny and a dark ount probability of about 10
−5
ns
−1
.
stabilize their entral wavelength using two independent
proportional-integral-derivative temperature ontrollers.
To observe the two-photon interferene, four-fold o-
inidenes are deteted thanks to four InGaAs-APDs
(idQuantique 201) triggered by a Peltier ooled Si-APD
(idQuantique 100) plaed on the path of an attenuated
fration of the pump beam. Sine these InGaAs-APDs
are designed to handle a maximum triggering rate of
1MHz, this tehnique allows working at an average lok
of 600 kHz randomly piked from the 76MHz laser repe-
tition rate. In our ase, faster InGaAs-APD would highly
improve the overall oinidene rate as shown in Ref. [6℄.
The evolution of the eetive four-fold oinidene rate
is given in FIG.3 in whih a remarkable dip is obtained
when the delay between the two inner photons is zero.
Using only 1mW of mean pump power per soure,
we obtained 4 × 103 two-fold oinidenes per hour and
per soure whih orresponds to about 0.05 photon per
pulse. In terms of normalized brightness it means that
our soures reah 1.6 × 103 pairs·s−1·pm−1·mW−1 after
the ltering stage. This brightness orresponds to the
state-of-the-art for PPLN waveguides and is basially
ve orders of magnitude larger than that of bulk rys-
tals [21, 22℄. When the two photons are made indis-
tinguishable in time (δt) thanks to the adjustment of
the retro-reetor (R) plaed in front of one sample, a
93%±3% redution in the raw four-fold oinidene ount
is obtained. By orretly reording the aidental oini-
denes, we are able to demonstrate that the net visibility
reahes 99%±3%. The full width at half maximum of the
dip is approximately ∆τ ≈ 11 ps, whih is in good agree-
ment with the oherene time of 14 ps expeted from the
lter bandwidths. This interferene visibility is also ex-
tremely lose to the maximum value of 99.9% alulated
from the theory taking into aount our ltering band-
widths, as properly outlined in Refs. [8, 9, 18℄. Note that
the very high stability oered by our guided-wave sheme
allowed us performing 48h-long measurement leading to
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FIG. 3: Four-fold oinidene rate as a funtion of the rela-
tive delay, δt, between the interfering photons (∼ 0.04 pho-
ton/pulse). We learly observe a dip for δt = 0 that reahes
the noise level. The Gaussian t of the interferene pattern
shows a net visibility of 99%±3%. We also plotted one of the
two-fold oinidenes related to one of the soures after the
BS to verify this gure is onstant.
more than 30 points evenly spread over the dip.
Table I presents the ompared results reported in the
literature for similar ongurations whih an be dier-
entiated by four key points: (i) the type of nonlinear
generators, (ii) the emitted photon wavelengths, (iii) the
pumping regime and its assoiated time unertainty, (iv)
and, nally, the applied ltering bandwidths and their
assoiated oherene times. From a omparison between
the reported results, we onlude that the ombination
of the pioseond regime and the single mode properties
of the employed teleommuniation omponents is the
most performant sheme. It allows mathing eiently
the inequality (1) and obtaining near-perfet two-photon
interferene. For pratial long distane quantum om-
muniation, it is also interesting to ompare the eetive
number of pairs available per seond at Alie and Bob's
loations. This gure of merit is alulated by normaliz-
ing the four-fold oinidene rates with respet to Alie
and Bob's detetor eienies. A omparison with sim-
ilar ongurations at teleom wavelengths indiates that
the pioseond regime allows maintaining a high ee-
tive pair prodution rate equivalent to that of the fem-
toseond regime but shows a muh higher visibility. One
should also note the two orders of magnitude rate dier-
ene for equivalent soure tehnologies and brightness be-
tween the CW and pioseond regimes. In addition, the
best visibility reported in Ref. [4℄ with photons in the vis-
ible omes from the fat that the ltering bandwidths are
on the order of those neessary for the pioseond regime.
Consequently, the overall brightness is very low onsid-
ering the use of eient Si-APDs. Finally, bright ber
soures are ontaminated by intrinsi spontaneous Ra-
man sattering noise, leading to aidental oinidenes
4TABLE I: Compared two-photon interferene visibilities, soure brightness, and overall experimental oinidene rates, between
reported works in ontinuous wave (CW), pioseond (ps), and femtoseond (fs) regimes. Regarding time unertainties, note
that the rst number is always assoiated with the pulse duration while the ± sign orresponds to the synhronisation jitter
if two pulsed lasers are involved. In ontrast, the time unertainty for the CW ase is assoiated with the detetor's timing
jitters. The oherene time is alulated for Gaussian lters using the standard relation τc = 0.44
λ
2
c∆λ
.
Referene Soure Wavelength Brightness Regime
a
Filter bandwidth Rate Raw Net
nm pair/s/pm/mW (time unertainty) (oherene time) pair/s visibility visibility
Geneva [5℄ PPLN/w 1550 0.9× 103 2× CW (70 ps) 0.01 nm (350 ps) 3× 10−3 NA 77%
Nie PPLN/w 1550 1.6× 103 1× ps (1.2 ps) 0.25 nm (14 ps) 3× 10−1 93% 99%
Atsugi [6℄ Fiber 1550 NA 1× ps (19 ps) 0.2 nm (18 ps) 2
b
64% NA
Bristol [17℄ Fiber 600 NA 1× ps (1.5 ps) 0.3 nm (1.8 ps) 4× 10
−1
88% NA
Geneva [18℄ Bulk LBO 1310 NA 1× fs (200 fs) 5 nm (500 fs) 7× 10
−1
77% 84%
Beijing [3℄ Bulk BBO 800 1.2× 10−2 2× fs (60± 2 fs) 2.8 nm (335 fs) 3× 10−2 82% NA
Vienna [4℄ Bulk BBO 800 NA 2× fs (50± 260 fs ) 0.4 nm (2.3 ps) 1× 10
−2
96% NA
a
In this olumn, the gures assoiated with the pump regimes orrespond to the number of lasers employed.
b
The experiment operates at 500MHz repetition rate therefore inreasing the available photon pair rate.

The two lasers are not truly independent sine they share the same Ti:Sapphire rystal Kerr medium for aurate synhronization.
and to redued visibilities [6, 17℄.
The results demonstrated in this experiment are of
broad interest sine the obtained net visibility is the best
value reported to date for omparable ongurations. A-
ording to referene [14℄, this allows, for the rst time,
onsidering the possibility of using quantum relays in a-
tual quantum ryptography networks. In this ontext,
where two synhronized pioseond lasers must be used,
we not only expet results of the same order, thanks to
the high experimental stability and versatility demon-
strated, but also beause of the redued-onstraint on
the synhronization issue [15, 16℄.
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